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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Aggregate asset allocation of a typical Member’s portfolio 
during the survey period:

Top sectors that TIGER 21 Members think will grow 
the most over the next three years, listed in order of 
importance, include:

• Technology
• Healthcare
• Energy
• Consumer Staples
• Financials

Most of Members’ private equity investments, 68%, 
are direct investments into their own or other private 
companies. 

Most Real Estate investments of Members (42%) are 
direct investments into property and developments; the 
second-largest concentration (40%) is in their personal 
and vacation homes.

Approximately 89% of TIGER 21 Members’ investments 
are located in the North American market, yet 50% of 
planned investments over the coming year are estimated 
to be global. 

The top 4 favorite investment managers referenced by 
Members are:

• Direct Lending Investments LLC
• Golub Capital Inc.
• Millennium Management LLC
• Silvercrest Asset Management Group LLC

At least 68% of the Members will utilize an advisor at 
some point.

While 25% of the Members do not use an advisor, 
roughly 63% use 1 to 2.

We are pleased to share the results of TIGER 21’s seventh annual “Member Favorites” survey, which was designed 
to highlight our Members’ most valued investments and advisors. This survey was administered to the Membership 
over the months of June through July of 2016. 

The top asset allocation classes represented by the 
Members’ favorite investments, listed in order of 
importance, include: 

• Public Equities
• Real Estate
• Private Equity
• Hedge Funds
• Fixed Income

The favorite equity picks, in order of importance, 
include: 

• Vanguard S&P 500 ETF
• SPDR S&P 500 ETF
• Alphabet (Google) Inc.
• Amazon.com Inc.
• Apple Inc.
• Microsoft Corporation

The most favored public equity sectors, in order of 
importance, include: 

• Financials
• Technology
• Energy

The most popular hedge fund strategies, in order of 
importance, include: 

• Relative Value
• Equity Long/Short
• Event-Driven
• Multi-Strategy
• Macro
• Fund of Funds

Members’ favorite financial information sources are 
listed below in order of importance:  

• Wall Street Journal
• New York Times
• Seeking Alpha
• The Economist
• Bloomberg
• TIGER 21
• Forbes
• Barron’s
• CNBC
• Financial Times

Below is a list of key findings from this report. This is intended to give an overall summary; we delve deeper into 
the data in additional sections of the report.

• Cash & Cash Equivalent ..............................................12%
• Currencies ...................................................................... 0%
• Commodities ................................................................ 1%
• Fixed Income ...............................................................12%
• Hedge Funds ................................................................ 6%
• Public Equities .............................................................19%
• Private Equity .............................................................. 21%
• Real Estate .................................................................. 28%
• Other ..............................................................................1% 




